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We introduce a new structural cutoff beyond which subwavelength gratings cease to behave as homogeneous
media and discuss its effects on the proper selection of the sampling periods of subwavelength diffractive
elements. According to this analysis, a 3l-period blazed binary grating composed of square pillars is designed
for He – Ne operation and is fabricated by etching of a TiO2 layer deposited upon a glass substrate. Its firstorder measured diffraction efficiency is 12% larger than the theoretical efficiency of an ideal blazed échelette
grating in glass with the same period.  1998 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 050.1380, 050.1970, 050.1950.

Because of the analogy between subwavelength periodic structures and homogeneous media, binary
surface-relief diffractive elements, composed of subwavelength microstructures carefully arranged and
etched in a transparent material, may exhibit high
diffraction eff iciencies.1,2 Such elements simulate
continuous prof iles: The local fraction of matter
removed is related through effective-medium theory
to the local effective index. With the recent progress
of nanofabrication technologies, these elements can
now be manufactured3 – 7 for operation in the visible
region of the spectrum. In general, the sampling
period, or, equivalently, the distance between two
adjacent microstructures of the diffractive element,
is chosen such that only one transmitted and one
ref lected order propagate in the substrate and in the
incident medium. This choice amounts to selecting
a sampling period smaller than the cutoff, def ined
as the period below which all orders, except the zero
orders, are evanescent. For a given angle of incidence
the cutoff can be obtained by straightforward use of
the grating equation; in what follows, it is denoted LC .
It is noteworthy that the cutoff value depends not at
all on the grating microstructure geometry but on the
refractive indices of the incident medium and of the
substrate and on the angle of incidence. Recently it
was proposed5 to use sampling periods larger than the
cutoff to relax fabrication constraints. In this Letter
we discuss quantitatively how to select the sampling
period properly and introduce a new cutoff value
beyond which the analogy between subwavelength
gratings and homogeneous media is no longer valid.
This new cutoff, LS , is called the structural cutoff
to emphasize that it is intrinsic in the grating microstructure geometry. At the same time, we use this
quantitative analysis to design a 3l-period grating
composed of square subwavelength pillars operating
for unpolarized light and report on experimental
efficiencies larger than those achieved theoretically by
conventional échelette gratings in glass with the same
period.
0146-9592/98/141081-03$15.00/0

Recently we proposed7 using high-index materials
for the fabrication of subwavelength diffractive components operating in the visible. We showed that this
approach reduces fabrication constraints and increases
the diffraction efficiency; for He – Ne operation under
TM polarization, we reported an 83% efficiency component composed of one-dimensional grooves etched in
a TiO2 f ilm snh  2.30d coated upon a glass substrate
sng  1.52d. Hereafter we consider again blazed binary gratings etched in a TiO2 film but composed of
square pillars for operation under unpolarized light
at 633 nm. Normal incidence from air is assumed
throughout, and the wavelength of the incident plane
wave is 633 nm. We now focus on how to select the
sampling period. For that purpose we f irst consider
a grating composed of a square array of square pillars.
We def ine the fill factor f as the ratio of the pillar width
to the grating period and denote by x and y the periodicity axes of the grating and by z the normal to the
grating boundaries. We look for modes that are propagating inside the grating region along the z direction. The z dependence of the modes is expressed as
expsjk0 nzd, where k0 is the wave-vector modulus of the
incident plane wave in vacuum. The values n of the
normalized wave-vector amplitudes are computed from
Bloch wave theory by expansion of the electromagnetic fields along the x and y directions on a Fourier
basis. The computation consists of solving the eigenproblem of Ref. 10 and retaining the eigenvalues. To
illustrate the procedure we consider a grating period
of 380 nm (this value is also considered for fabrication hereafter). The dotted curves in Fig. 1 represent
the positive values of n for all the propagating modes.
Roughly speaking, we found that only one mode propagates in the structure for f , 0.5, two modes propagate
for 0.5 , f , 0.75, and three for f . 0.75. The uppermost dotted curve corresponds to the fundamental
mode; under normal incidence, its associated eigenvalue is equal to the grating effective index. As shown
in Ref. 8, only this mode propagates in the structure for inf initely small period-to-wavelength ratios.
 1998 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 1. Crosses, phases of the transmitted zeroth order for
a 487-nm-thick grating composed of a 380-nm-period array
of square pillars etched in TiO2 . Dotted curves, n values
of all the propagating modes supported by the biperiodic
structure. The uppermost curve (n varies from 1 to 2.3)
corresponds to the grating effective index. Numerical
results were obtained by the modal method of Ref. 10 with
square truncation (17 orders are retained along each axis).
Solid curve, phases of a plane wave transmitted through a
487-nm-thick homogeneous dielectric film whose refractive
index is equal to the n value of the fundamental mode.

The other eigenvalues (lower dotted curves) correspond
to propagating modes that are evanescent at small
periods.
The solid curve in Fig. 1 shows the phase changes
of a plane wave transmitted through a homogeneous
dielectric film whose refractive index is equal to the
n value of the fundamental mode. The Airy formula 9
was used for the computation, with the assumption
that the f ilm is coated upon a glass substrate. The
film thickness was chosen to be 487 nm to accommodate a phase range of 0 2p. Crosses represent
the phase of the transmitted zeroth order of a grating with the same 487-nm thickness. The computation was performed with the electromagnetic theory of
Ref. 10 for various f ill factors. A comparison of the
solid curve and the crosses indicates that, when only
one mode propagates s f , 0.5d, almost no difference
is found between the two phases. For f . 0.5, a deviation is observed. It is noteworthy that, whereas
the phase associated with the thin-f ilm computation is
smoothly increasing with f , that obtained with electromagnetic theory exhibits chaotic behavior and is not
a monotonic function of f . From this simple analysis we conclude that periodic structures (with subcutoff or supercutoff periods such as those considered in
Ref. 5) that support more than one propagating mode
do not mimic homogeneous media. When only one
mode propagates in a grating (all the others are evanescent), this mode travels backward and forward between
the two grating boundaries in the same way as multiple

beam interference occurs in a thin f ilm. Consequently
the zeroth-order ref lected and transmitted amplitudes
are approximately those of a thin f ilm with a refractive effective index equal to the normalized wave-vector
modulus n of this mode.8 Clearly, this situation is no
longer valid when evanescent modes cannot be ignored
(as occurs for small grating depths; see Ref. 11) or if
more than one mode propagates in the grating region.
For any fraction of removed material and for a given
microstructure geometry, the period (or structural cutoff) below which a dielectric grating supports only one
propagating mode (this mode can be polarization dependent) for a given incidence angle is a relevant parameter that has to be taken into account in selection
of an appropriate sampling period. The ratio Ls yl depends on the angle of incidence, the microstructure geometry, and the permittivity modulation. From this
analysis we do not conclude that the structural cutoff
is a def inite limit that must not be exceeded; rather,
it is an important parameter that one needs to consider
when selecting the sampling period. The following design will illustrate our purpose.
We now consider the design of a prismlike grating
composed of subwavelength square pillars etched
in a TiO2 film coated upon glass for operation at
633 nm. Grating period Lx along the x axis is
chosen to be 3l. This period corresponds to nearly
20± def lection in air. Grating period Ly along the
y axis is equal to the sampling period. Its value is
discussed below. Because of the high index modulation, 2.3y1, we found that the structural cutoff
Ls is approximately equal to 270 nm, a value much
smaller than Lc sLc  lyng ø 416 nmd. Because
severe fabrication problems would be encountered
with a 270-nm sampling period, we decided to select
a larger period sLy  380 nmd, a value much larger
than Ls but smaller than Lc . For this value, Lx is
divided into exactly f ive sampling periods sLx  5Ly d.
Following our previous analysis, a natural choice
would be to restrict the design to 0 , f , 0.5 because
only one mode propagates in this interval (see Fig. 1).
However, doing so would restrict the maximum
available effective index to only 1.5, and the benefit
expected from the use of high-index material would be
null. We made a compromise and limited the design
to 0 , f , 0.8. This somewhat arbitrary choice was
motivated by the facts that in this case the maximum
available effective index is increased to approximately
2 and that the solid curve and the crosses are nearly
identical for 0 , f , 0.8 in Fig. 1. Using the uppermost dotted curve of Fig. 1 as a lookup table, we
selected five fill factors (0.31, 0.47, 0.53, 0.65, and
0.77) for the f ive pillars, corresponding to f ive effective
indices neff varying linearly in the interval [1, 2]. We
varied the grating depth and maximized the diffraction efficiency into the first order. For a 545-nm
depth, we obtained 77%. This optimization was performed for normal incidence from air, for unpolarized
light, and for 25 and 7 retained orders along the x
and y axes, respectively. Finally, we optimized the
five pillar-center locations along the x axis, using a
gradient-descent algorithm and keeping the f ill factors,
except that of the largest pillar, f ixed. We ended up
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Fig. 2. Scanning-electron micrograph of the blazed binary
subwavelength grating. The horizontal period (along the
x axis) is 1.9 mm, and the period in the perpendicular
direction ( y axis) is equal to the sampling period (380 nm).
The maximum pillar aspect ratio is 4.6.

with a diffraction efficiency of 82%. For TE and TM
polarizations (electric field parallel and perpendicular to the y direction), the first-order efficiencies were
82.4% and 81.7%, respectively.
Grating fabrication involves electron-beam writing
in a 150-nm-thick poly(methyl methacrylate) layer,
lift-off with a nickel mask, and reactive ion etching
with a SF6 s1y2dyCH4 s1y2d gas mixture. Details are
given in Ref. 7. The grating pattern was written over
a 209 mm 3 229 mm area. The writing process lasted
4 min. Larger areas are manufacturable for longer
e-beam exposures. A scanning-electron photograph of
the grating is shown in Fig. 2. On the horizontal scale
(x axis), one grating period sLx  1.9 mmd is shown.
The grating was tested with a He–Ne laser at normal incidence from air. The laser beam waist was
focused with a lens of 45-mm focal length. We estimate that more than 99% of the incoming light passes
through the grating aperture. Examination of the farfield pattern revealed little scattering. We estimated
that less than 4% of the light is ref lected into the different orders, a small value that is due to the antiref lection properties of the grating. We determined the
diffraction eff iciencies by measuring the powers of the
diffracted beams and dividing them by the power of
the incident beam. We corrected the measurements by
including the Fresnel losses at the back side of the glass
substrate. As predicted by theory, we observed that,
under normal incidence, the first-order diffraction efficiency is practically independent of polarization; we
found 77% and 78% for TE and TM polarizations, respectively, values close to those predicted by electro-
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magnetic theory. Five orders are transmitted through
the back side of the glass substrate; four others are totally ref lected in the substrate. The highest efficiency
sø7%d of the f ive transmitted orders (except for the
first one) was observed for the second order and for
TE polarization. This measurement is consistent with
numerical computations that predict a 5% eff iciency in
this case.
To our knowledge this grating exhibits the highest efficiency yet reported for diffractive components
composed of two-dimensional subwavelength features
and operating with unpolarized visible light. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the maximum diffraction
efficiency achieved by a standard blazed échelette grating with a 3l period is 66.5%, a theoretical value 12%
smaller than that obtained experimentally in the research reported here. This efficiency, computed with
electromagnetic theory, holds for a grating in glass
sng  1.52d, with an optimized grating depth slightly
larger than lysng 2 1d, and for unpolarized light at
normal incidence from air. Moreover, simple designs
performed for period-to-wavelength ratios in the interval [2, 8] but for a sampling period equal to the structural cutoff (Ly  Ls and Lx  NLs ; N an integer)
show that blazed binary subwavelength gratings composed of square pillars in TiO2 consistently outperform
conventional blazed échelette gratings in glass. For
instance, a diffraction eff iciency as high as 87% was
obtained without ref inements of the pillar-center location for a 3l grating period.
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